Introduction.
Throughout the following X will denote a metric continuum, 2X the set of all nonempty closed subsets of X and C(X) the set of all nonempty subcontinua of X. It is the purpose of this paper to answer questions raised in [4] about the dimension and homological properties of C(X) when X is non-Peanian.
In §1 C(X) is shown to be acyclic in all dimensions and in §2 sufficient conditions for the finite dimensionality of C(X) are obtained. where A,-is a metric continuum, /,• is continuous and / is the set of natural numbers, then A is a metric continuum.
[See [l ] for an explanation of this notation used in the description of the inverse limit space.] Now C(Xi) is defined and we define//: C(Xi+i)-^C(Xi) by // (E) = (f* | C(Xi+i)) (E) =fi(E), where ft: 2*<+>-»2x< is continuous by [6, Theorem 5 .10], so that // is continuous. Let CX(X) = lim (C(X), fi, I), where CX(X) is given the relative topology inherited from the product of the C(A;)'s with the product topology.
Let 7Tn: X->Xn be the projection map on X and ir/, : Cx(X)-^C(Xn) be the projection map on CX(X). First we show GE(T\ ■ ■ ■ , Tk). GQiiT-i r~l(TA and Gnnr^iTj) 9*0 for each j. Since U™i ir»1(ry)=Uf-i T* we have GCUf-i T* and GC\Ti9*0 for each *. Therefore GG<r», • • • , Tk).
Second we show V=\j{{T1, ■ ■ ■ , T>)}. Since GEV implies G E\j{(TK • • • , r*>} we have VEU{(T1, • • • , 7"*)}.
If^GU{(r1, • • • ,T')} then A E(T\ • ■ • , T>) andsoi4CUJ-i T>
and ^4r^rp^jZf for each p. Therefore since Up=1 PCUt-i F* we havê 4CUf=1F' and An(\j{ir-\Tm)})*0 where r^rjCl" for i=l, ■ ■ ■ , k. Therefore A E^l-i Vi and AC\Vi9*0 for i=l, ■ ■ ■ ,k.
Therefore A E V and (j{(T\ ■ ■ ■ , T')} C V. Therefore V=U{(T1,---,T>-)}. 
